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The Legend of Gato Barbieri, Flying Dutchman FD 10165 album is a recording of

an audiocassette originally broadcast on the "Pititos Show" in 1997. The
recordings were made by International Music Productions (IMP). Â . The Legend

of Gato Barbieri, Flying Dutchman FD 10165 (IMP) is a recording of an
audiocassette originally broadcast on the "Pititos Show" in 1997. The recordings

were made by International Music Productions (IMP). The release title
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GCS lifecycle In order to serve your library on the GCS, you will need to create a **binary
packaged zip file** of your library. This binary zip file is called a library deployment. This

deployment does not contain any source code. The source code will be downloaded in your
library’s README.md file when you use the `cli-deploy` CLI tool in production. The binary zip file

is created at build time by calling the `cli-deploy` tool. The `cli-deploy` tool will change the
current working directory to your project’s `lib` directory. ``` gcloud cd my-gcs-app-project
gcloud build ``` ``` gcloud preview app deploy --stage staging gcloud preview app deploy

--stage production ``` The output files produced by this command will be located at: `bin/cli-
deploy/current/` As of the time this documentation was written, the following command will

copy any source code in the current working directory into a `bin/cli-deploy/current` directory:
``` gcloud preview app deploy --stage staging --force-download ``` The `cli-deploy` tool itself is

built into the Cloud SDK, so you can build it locally and have the app use the build locally
without downloading anything: ``` gcloud preview app deploy --stage staging --force-download
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